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The models:

with:



Prime motivation: 
alternatives for Dark Energy

With crossover scale:   



Problem?

• Solar System and lab experiments rule out 
any long range gravitationally coupled fifth 
force. 

• So the challenge is to modify gravity only 
at large (cosmic) distances, while keeping 
it unaltered at short (Solar System) 
distances.



f(R) gravity =scalar-tensor gravity



weak field expansion on a certain background solution.

Gravitational chameleon: both mass and effective Newton’s constant 
depend on the backgroundcurvature. (Violation of strong equivalence 
principle)

f(R) gravity



As expected, the scalar is very light on today’s cosmic 
background

with

for instance, solution 
corresponding to a spherically 
symmetric probe mass on the 
background:

f(R) actions that can generate late time cosmic acceleration are ruled 
out by Solar System experiments (Chiba 2003)

That is if we can trust the weak field expansion! 

Cassini-satellite (Bertotti 2003): 

f(R) gravity



Weak field conditions 

• ordinary gravity:

• Additional ingredient: expansion of the potential. 
typically: 

On a realistic cosmic background: 

We can use the weak field expansion on today’s cosmic 
background, so assuming adiabatic evolution, these 
theories are indeed ruled out. 

f(R) gravity

Peculiar property:                          even if 



F(R,Q-4P) gravity:
Again one extra scalar with its mass depending on the 
background:

So the theory would be ruled out if the linearization was 
applicable...    

But it’s not!

(on today’s cosmic background)



Higher order corrections

• Intuitively: the perturbative expansion breaks down when the 
curvature of the perturbation        becomes larger than the curvature 
of the background            (        ). (This is not what happens in F(R)!)

• More quantitatively: 
fourth order vertex:   

higher order corrections to the classical potential:  

with

(This distance is huge: ~10 kpc for the Sun, 
~1 Mpc for the Milky Way )

F(R,Q-4P) gravity



The theory at short distances.

• At short distances the curvature blows up, so we expect 
to recover GR. 

• What about the extra scalar? 

F(R,Q-4P) gravity

With:

On Schwarzschild:

Explicitly:



Schematically:
F(R,Q-4P) gravity



• Besides the cosmological constant problem, for ordinary 
GR+the Standard Model the quantumcorrections are 
under control up to the TeV scale.

• For F(R,Q-4P) gravity we find that in order to have light 
extra fields at large distances and not violate the Solar 
System constraints, one needs a low cut-off on the 
Gravity side. (see also the DGP model).

• Addressing the UV-stability of the low-energy effective 
action therefore becomes way more difficult, not to 
mention that one does not solve the cosmological 
problem anyway.

Some issues in the quantumworld
F(R,Q-4P) gravity



Conclusions
• Both F(R) and F(R,Q-4P) models are characterized by 

an extra scalar degree of freedom, that behaves as a 
gravitational chameleon:

• In order to bypass the Solar System constraints we need 
a low cut-off on today’s cosmic background so that when 
we approach a source, the curvature blows up and the 
extra scalar decouples.

• This does not happen for F(R) gravity, the cut-off is        , 
and the curvature stays locked to its background value.

• This happens for F(R,Q-4P) gravity. But there are other 
issues: quantumstability, lorentzviolation (De Felice, Hindmarsh
and Trodden, 2006)        



Non-perturbative recovery of GR for large 
backgroundcurvatures through the Chameleon 

mechanism.

• Chameleon mechanism for scalar-tensor theories when 
the thin-shell condition holds. (Khoury , Weltman 2003)

• Applying this to f(R) we find:

Field outside 
the source:

Field outside 
the source:

f(R) gravity



Resolving some confusion. 
• limit? (Faraoni, 2006)            See previous 

slide

• Large curvature in our galaxy? (Cembranos, 2005; Shao et al 
2006, Zhang, 2007)

• Fine tuned actions? (Dick, 2003; Nojiri, Odintsov 2003)

so linearization is not applicable!

Peculiar property:                      even for

if

But:

f(R) gravity



F(R,P,Q) gravity: one can generically expect 8   
degrees of freedom (Hindawi et al hep-th/9509147):

□ 2 polarizations of the massless spin 2 graviton
□ 1 massive scalar  
□ 5 polarizations of a massive spin 2 ghost 

For perturbations on DeSitter space: 
(Minkowski will typically not be a solution.)

,so                       gravity has no ghosts and only one 
extra scalar degree of freedom, besides the massless
spin 2 graviton.   (On deSitter space!)



Explicitly:

• Again, we see the chameleon behavior: 

F(R,Q-4P) gravity



Even more explicit:

• An illustration of an apparent higher derivative 
theory, that has NO ghosts.

F(R,Q-4P) gravity
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